Sprays and other industrially relevant turbid media can be quantitatively characterized by light scattering. However, current optical diagnostic techniques generate errors in the intermediate scattering regime where the average number of light scattering is too great for the single scattering to be assumed, but too few for the diffusion approximation to be applied. Within this transitional single-to-multiple scattering regime, we consider a novel crossed source-detector geometry that allows the intensity of single scattering to be measured separately from the higher scattering orders. We verify Monte Carlo calculations that include the imperfections of the experiment against analytical results. We show quantitatively the influence of the detector numerical aperture and the angle between the source and the detector on the relative intensity of the scattering orders in the intermediate single 
Introduction
The scattering of light by disperse randomly inhomogeneous scattering media is important in many applications including optical diagnostics in meteorology, powder industries and sprays for combustors, firefighting, drug delivery, and biomedicine. In all these applications, knowledge and measurements of optical parameters of disperse medium are required. Typical parameters measured are the mean free transport path length, shape and size of the scattering particles, and their concentration within the medium. If the scattering power of the medium is low (mean number of scattering events is Յ3), these parameters can be recovered from the intensity of single-scattered radiation by assuming that only single scattering takes place. [1] [2] [3] However, if the medium is turbid (mean number of scattering events is Ͼ3-6), the intensity due to high orders of scattering dominates that due to single scattering at the detector, and the single-scattering assumption becomes invalid. Nevertheless, the average parameters of such a medium can be obtained by the diffusion approximation. 4, 5 Greater complications arise in the intermediate case (mean number of scattering events is ϳ3-6), where the average number of scattering events is too high for single scattering to be assumed, but too low for the diffusion approximation to be applied. This situation is typical for many practical applications, including industrial sprays. It should be pointed out, however, that, in the field of sprays and aerosols, most currently available optical diagnostic instruments are designed to operate in media of low scattering power with the single-scattering assumption. The development of instruments operating in the intermediate scattering regime is required. The intermediate scattering regime is encountered when measurements are made near the nozzle (as required for boundary-condition data for computational fluid dynamics calculations of spray systems or to validate liquid breakup models) or when the path length of the light in the spray is long (as in the case of high-flowrate mixing systems such as fuel atomizers for large combustors). To develop such instruments and to characterize their accuracy, an estimation of the main scattering orders is required. It is necessary to have a computing photon-tracking technique validated in this intermediate regime.
For dilute intermediate scattering media the parameters of scattering particles can be obtained from the angular dependence of the scattered light intensity, from attenuation of light due scattering and absorption, or by interference and diffraction effects. Attenuation methods can be applied not only to small particles but also to large particles, i.e., with diameters greater than the incident laser beam diameter. 6, 7 The principal advantages of diffraction methods are their good repeatability and the detailed information they give on the particle size distribution. 8, 9 For angular dependence methods, one of the most efficient approaches is multiwavelength measurement. 10 -12 More recently, polarization methods have become common. 13 In addition there are methods based on the comparative analysis of both elastic scattering and fluorescence arising from fluorescent dyes mixed into the particles. 14 The transport of light in such turbid media can be predicted by the solution of the radiation transport equation coupled with an appropriate scattering theory, e.g., Mie 1 or Rayleigh-Gans scattering. 2 However, because of the complex geometries and range of particle sizes encountered in practical applications, it is rarely possible to find an analytical solution. Instead numerical solutions are used. One of the most popular and versatile is the Monte Carlo (MC) approach. [15] [16] [17] MC photon transport simulation is well established in biomedical applications, 18, 19 astronomical and meteorological applications, 17,20 -24 and more recently in industrial sprays. [25] [26] [27] Recently, with a combination of the stochastic MC technique and an iterative solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation, it has been shown that the simulation of the optical path of a photon packet undergoing an nth scattering event directly corresponds to the nth-order ladder diagram contribution. 28, 29 MC simulations usually describe only the trajectory of the scattered radiation, but polarization changes inside and outside of the medium can also be taken into account based on the Stokes-Muller formalism, 30 -32 the Jones formalism, 33 and the Rayleigh-Debye scattering theory. 34 -36 The MC simulation allows for the quantification of the effect of differences between ideal theoretical geometries and experiments with their imperfections (e.g., imperfectly monodisperse particles, divergence of a laser beam, finite apertures). It is important, however, to verify the operation of any simulation code by comparison with theory and experimental results. In this paper we compare analytical calculations of scalar intensity for the double light scattering with the results of MC simulation. The comparison serves two purposes. First, it verifies the MC code against the analytical solution. Second, it allows the analytical solution to be tested by indirect comparison with (imperfect) the experimental results through the MC results. Similar MC and analytical comparisons have been carried out for detection geometries other than the one presented here to support the MC investigation of meteorological 37 colloidal suspension 38 and biomedical 39 problems. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the theoretical aspects of the scattering problem are explained, and general analytical formulas for the intensity of different scattering orders are derived. The design of the MC code and descriptions of the simulation are considered in Section 3. The results and discussions are presented in Section 4, and some remarks and conclusions are given in Section 5. Appendix A is a list of the nomenclature used in the paper.
Analytical Description of Low Scattering Orders
The intensity of scattering of optical radiation propagated in a randomly inhomogeneous scattering medium can be presented as an infinite series of scattering orders, 5,40 -42 usually illustrated by ladder diagrams (Fig. 1) . The convergence of this series depends on the mean square of permittivity fluctuations and the characteristic size of the scattering medium.
In the case of low scattering power, the series of scattering orders is reduced to the first term describing single scattering. All other terms of the series are neglected or considered as a perturbation to this single-scattering term. In the case of multiple scattering, it is assumed that all the terms of the series have same order of magnitude intensity, and the diffusion approximation is applied. 5, 40 In the intermediate scattering regime, both singleand high-order terms of the series should be considered. To separate these scattering terms from each other we apply an idea originally suggested in the study of critical phenomena and second-order phase transition. 42 Schematically this idea is represented in Fig. 2 . The laser source S illuminates the medium with a thin cylindrical laser beam. Detector D is confined by a series of small aperture diaphragms so that the detected radiation is localized in a cylindrical volume V 2 , which is equal to the volume filled by the incident laser beam V 1 (see Fig. 2 ). Thus, if V 1 and V 2 do not intersect, photons must experience at least two scattering events to be detected. Similarly, for singly scattered photons to reach the detector, the volumes must intersect, i.e., h must be less than the diameter of the cylinder (see Fig. 2 ). When the characteristic diameter of the scattering volume V is much less than the distance to the observation point, the intensity of single-scattering light takes the form 5, 41, 42 
Here I 0 is the intensity of the incident light, V is the scattering volume, r is the distance to the observation point, k 0 ϭ ͞c, where is the cycle frequency and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The exponential multiplier describes attenuation along a path l 1 before and a path l 2 after the scattering event. t is the extinction coefficient, describing the attenuation of light due to elastic and inelastic interactions of laser radiation within the medium: t ϭ s ϩ a , where s and a are the scattering and absorption coefficients, respectively; and q ϭ k s Ϫ k i is the scattering wave vector. Vectors k s and k i are the wave vectors of the incident and scattered light, respectively; and k can be expressed as a vector k͑r͞f͒, where r͞r is the direction toward an observation point. A factor ͓␦ ␣␤ Ϫ ͑k s␣ k s␤ ͞k 2 ͔͒ 2 accounts for the transverse nature of the scattered electromagnetic wave. ␣ and ␤ are the indices of polarization of the incident and scattered light, respectively. G͑q͒ is the correlation function of the permittivity fluctuations, described for a weakly scattering medium of spherical scattering particles by the approximate formula 5, 41, 42 :
Here N is the particle density number, ⌬ is the difference of permittivities of particles and the host medium, and a is the particle diameter. The intensity of double scattering is described as
where
is the polarization factor, V 1 is the illuminated volume, and the scattered light is collected by the detector from the volume V 2 . Summation occurs over the indices (except ␣ and ␤) where a quantity has more than one index. Equation (3) describes the intensity of doubly scattered light reaching the detector, i.e., singly scattered light entering volume V 2 and being scattered into the k s direction with a wave vector k s Ϫ kЈ. Note that all first-order scattering events occur in the volume V 1 with a wave vector kЈ Ϫ k i , where kЈ is the intermediate wave vector (see Fig. 2 ).
To validate the MC technique and to avoid the complex calculation, let us consider the case of scalar scattering with the source-detector geometry represented in Fig. 2 . The details of the polarization changes within the medium 30 -36 are not considered in this paper, but will be reported in the future.
In this case the intensities of single and double light scatterings can be described as
respectively. It is easy to see that the ratio of I ͑2͒ to I ͑1͒ depends on a geometric term, which can be evaluated if the geometry is known, and on the factor A ϳ ͑⌬͒ N describing optical properties of the medium. Thus the ratio of measured I ͑2͒ and I ͑1͒ gives the values of the medium optical parameters. However, to make the results obtained more reliable, higher orders of scattering should be taken into account. The evaluation of analytical expressions for the high scat- tering orders I ͑3͒ , I ͑4͒ , I ͑5͒ , and so on is an extraordinary complex mathematical problem requiring the calculation of multifold integrals. The double-scattering intensity calculation needs cumbersome computation of the sixfold integral [Eq. (7)], whereas I ͑3͒ requires calculation of the ninefold integral, I ͑4͒ of the 12-fold integral, and so on.
where L 1 , L 2 are the lengths and R 1 , R 2 are the radii of the V 1 and V 2 cylinders directed along the axes Z and X, respectively (see Fig. 2 ).
To avoid this complex calculation, the numerical MC technique is applied to calculate the higher-order scattering terms.
Monte Carlo Simulation
The exact implementation of the MC technique for calculation of scattering light intensity in an inhomogeneous scattering medium depends on the application. 18 -30 The MC scheme presented here is suitable for the geometry described in Fig. 2 and possesses the following characteristics. The scattering medium is defined by a cube of L ϭ L 1 ϭ L 2 ϭ 50 mm in a three-dimensional coordinate system. The medium is assumed nonabsorbing ͑ a ϭ 0͒ and homogeneous. The source S is defined by a cylindrical laser beam 1 mm in diameter (i.e., R 1 ϭ R 2 ϭ 0.5 mm), which enters through a face of the sampling cube with an angle ␤ corresponding to the source-detector angle. This angle ␤ ranges between 0°(forward-scattering detection) and 180°(backscattering detection) so that the laser beam always passes through the central point O of the cube, illuminating a cylindrical volume V 1 through the scattering medium (Fig. 2) . The detector D is represented by an aperture 1 mm in diameter located on the top face of the cube and positioned at different distances h from the central vertical axis of the cube. The scattering coefficient s ranges between 0.04 and 0.18 mm
Ϫ1
. This range allows the transition from single to multiple scattering to be investigated in the given geometry.
MC modeling of the photon trajectories within the medium consists of the following steps. The path length of a photon packet between two scattering events is given by 15
where is a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. To specify the position of a photon and its direction of propagation, the absolute and local coordinate systems are used. After scattering, the new direction is specified by the polar and azimuth angles, i.e., by s and , respectively. The directions of the photon packet propagation before and after each scattering event are defined by unit vectors u i and u s , with u i and u s being collinear to vectors k i and k s , respectively. The following transformation relates them:
The direction of the photon packet u i together with its free path length l i determines the point at which the next scattering event takes place: r i1 ϭ r i ϩ l i u i . At this point a new direction and path length are determined, and the steps described above are repeated until the photon exits the scattering medium. The polar scattering angle is sampled from a scattering phase function 24 :
Depending on the purpose of the study, the Mie, 1,2,43 Rayleigh-Gans, 1,2 or Henyey-Greenstein 44 phase function is typically used. The change in polar angle s is determined from its inverse cumulative probability density function (iCPDF), 45 s 
When the analytical form of the iCPDF is not available, CPDF is stored in a look-up table 45, 46 and the inverse transformation is performed at each scattering event.
The first step is to validate the MC technique against analytical results. To do this we consider isotropic scattering. It is possible to obtain the corresponding analytical results when the scattering is isotropic. Also, the number of parameters to be considered is reduced. In this case CPDF͑ s ͒ is obtained from cos ͑ s ͒ ϭ ͑2 Ϫ 1͒, and CPDF͑͒ is obtained from ϭ 2.
In the second step, MC simulations were performed with two different anisotropic phase functions, based, respectively, on spherical droplets of 1 and 15 m in diameter. These phase functions were deduced from Mie-scattering theory, considering a realistic spray diagnostic problem. The source wavelength is 532 nm, the refractive index of the droplet is 1.4
Photon packets are assumed to have been detected if they reach the detector D with an incident angle s less than detector acceptance angle a ͑ s Յ a ͒. For each detected photon packet the scattering order and the distance h from the incident beam are stored in the data file. The intensity of different scattering orders is then determined by the number of photons recorded and can be plotted as a function of h.
If the detector acceptance angle is very small ͑ a Ͻ 2°͒, the number of photon packets detected is low and the data show strong statistical fluctuations. To obtain less noisy results for the small acceptance angle ͑ a ϳ 0°͒, we use a semianalytical MC scheme. 20, 47 This scheme uses the probability W that the scattered photon packet strikes the detector at normal incidence:
Here k d is the vector of normal toward the detector, d⍀ d is the elementary solid angle spanning a line normal to the detector, and d is the distance between the photon scattering and the detector. p͑k d Ϫ kЈ͒ is the scattering phase function, constant for isotropic scattering: p͑k d Ϫ kЈ͒ ϭ 1͞4. The intensity of the scattering orders is then obtained by calculation of this probability for all the scattering events. This significantly reduces the computational time required for a given noise level (by a factor of ϳ100) and allows accurate comparisons between the MC and the analytical approaches. The MC computational time is directly dependant on the optical parameters of the scattering medium, on the geometry of this medium, and on the number of photons sent. Considering anisotropic scattering process with s ϭ 0.08 mm
, a typical MC computational time of ϳ8 is required for an amount of 1 billion of photons sent with a P4 2.5-GHz CPU.
Results and Discussion
The results of the MC simulation and the analytical calculation of I ͑2͒ ͑h͒ are presented in Figs. 3(a) and  3(b) . The circles represent the results of the MC simulation, the dashed curve shows the results of an approximate analytical calculation, and the solid curve is the exact analytical calculation. To calculate the intensity of double scattering by Eq. (7), we introduce the cylindrical coordinate frames ͑l 1 , r 1 , 1 ͒ and ͑l 2 , r 2 , 2 ͒, i.e., r 1 ϭ (r 1 cos 1 , r 1 sin 1 , l 1 ), r 2 ϭ (l 2 , h ϩ r 2 cos 2 , r 2 , sin 2 ) .
If h Ͼ Ͼ R 1 and R 2 , and the source-detector intersect angle ␤ ϭ 90°, Eq. (7) is significantly simplified and can be written as
It can be seen that, for the low scattering ͑ s ϭ 0.04 mm
Ϫ1
͒ of the medium, the results of the MC and analytical calculations agree reasonably well [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Similar agreement is obtained as well for higher scattering of the medium ͑ s ϭ 0.16 mm Ϫ1 ͒, especially for h Ͼ 2 mm [see Fig. 3(b) ]. The agreement is not total as the analytical results neglect scattering orders higher than 2, whereas the MC results include these. The dashed curves show the results of the analytical calculations with the approximate form of I ͑2͒ [Eq. (13) ]. Equation (13) reduces to I ͑2͒ ͑h͒ ϳ |ln͑h͒| for h → 0, i.e., it predicts that the intensity of scattering goes to infinity, which Analytical expressions for the high scattering orders (i.e., I ͑3͒ , I ͑4͒ , and so on) differ from the expressions for I ͑1͒ , I ͑2͒ [see Eqs. (1) and (2)] and involve multiorder integrals. This is due to presence of the intermediate integration over the total scattering volume. However, with the MC technique it is possible to evaluate these higher scattering orders. The third, fourth, fifth, and tenth scattering orders calculated by the MC technique for the low scattering medium ͑ s ϭ 0.04 mm Ϫ1 ͒ are presented in Fig. 4 . I ͑2͒ ͑h͒ is also included for comparison. All the calculated intensities are normalized to the value of the single lightscattering intensity I ͑1͒ at h ϭ 0. I ͑1͒ dominates the other scattering orders. It should be pointed out here that the high-order integrals do not possess a logarithmic singularity as predicted by Eq. (13) and return smooth functions for small h. 48 This is clearly demonstrated by the results of the MC simulation, i.e., I ͑n͒ , n Ն 3 are smooth functions of h (see Fig. 5 ). The intensity of the higher scattering orders falls with increasing h: I ͑3͒ falls by a factor of 2.5 when h varies from 0 to 25 mm, I ͑4͒ decreases by 1.4, I ͑5͒ decreases by 1.1, and I ͑10͒ is effectively equal to zero. For comparison, I ͑2͒ is reduced by a factor of 9 in the same interval. Figure 5 shows the effect of the detector acceptance angle a on the detected intensities of different scattering orders. These simulations are based on a source-detector angle ␤ equal to 90°. Single and double scattering are strongly dependent on acceptance angle [see Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. However, higher scattering orders (e.g., third and fifth) are much less sensitive to a [see Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) ]. This can be explained by a consideration of the localization of the trajectories that the photon packets take traveling between the source and the detector. For single and double scattering, to enter a detector with a small acceptance angle these trajectories are clustered into a compact locus. The locus of trajectories with high orders of scattering will be less compact.
The influence of the scattering coefficient on the detection of different scattering orders n (where n ϭ ͕3-5, 10͖) is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The ratio of the intensity of the nth order of scattering to that of single scattering at h ϭ 0, i.e., I ͑n͒ ͑0͒͞I ͑1͒ ͑0͒, is plotted. This ratio increases monotonically with scattering coefficient s . With s Ͻ 0.14 mm
, the intensity of the scattering order falls off as the scattering order increases from 3 to 10. In the interval s ϳ 0.14-0.15 mm Ϫ1 the intensities of orders 3-10 become very similar, and for higher s an inversion of the intensities of the scattering orders takes place (see Fig. 6 ). It is clear that the contribution of high scattering orders is significant (Ϸ15-20% of the single-scattering intensity at h ϭ 0) when s ϳ 0.13-0.15 mm
. This illustrates the transition from the single-scattering regime to the multiplescattering regime, where the light transport can be described by the diffusion approximation. The results obtained agree well with the experimental results. 49 It is deduced from Fig. 6 that an isotropic scattering system with the geometry described here enters the intermediate scattering regime when s ϳ 0.16 mm
. I ͑2͒ ͑h͒ is plotted in Fig. 7 for isotropic scattering with s ϭ 0.04 and 0.15 mm Ϫ1 as well as for anisotropic scattering with s ϭ 0.04 mm
. For each curve, I 2 ͑h͒ is normalized by the value at h ϭ 0. The curves corresponding to isotropic scattering have an acceptance angle of effectively zero. For the anisotropic scattering (with an acceptance angle of 2°) the decrease of intensity I ͑2͒ with h is stronger, even for a low scattering coefficient.
The fraction of the total intensity contributed by different scattering orders I ͑n͒ ͞I ͑tot͒ is plotted as a function of detector acceptance angle in Fig. 8 for h ϭ 0 and s ϭ 0.04 mm
. For isotropic scattering [ Fig.  8(a) ], single scattering dominates at small a ͑ a Ͻ 20°͒. The contribution of single and multiple (double plus higher orders) scattering becomes equal at a detector acceptance angle a Ϸ 15°. As expected, the contribution of single scattering decreases with increasing detector aperture; and for a Ͼ 15°, multiple scattering dominates the detected signal. This is logical, as with increasing a the detector collects light scattered from an increasing volume of the medium outside the cylindrical source beam.
In the case of anisotropic scattering the singlescattering intensity reaches only a maximum of 27% and the double light-scattering intensity dominates the detected signal [ Fig. 8(b) ]. This clearly demonstrates the effect of the phase function on the detection geometry. The diameter of particles considered here is relatively large ͑a ϭ 15 m͒, and the Mie phase function shows strong forward scattering. The probability for a photon to keep virtually the same Fig. 4 . Intensity of different scattering orders I ͑n͒ as a function of h: , double scattering I ͑2͒ ; □, triple scattering I ͑3͒ , ', fourth-order scattering I ͑4͒ ; , fifth-order scattering I ͑5͒ , and x, tenth-order scattering I ͑10͒ . The intensity of each scattering order is normalized to the intensity of single scattering I ͑1͒ at h ϭ 0. Fig. 6 . Normalized intensities of nth scattering orders and singlescattering intensity at h ϭ 0, I ͑n͒ ͑0͒͞I ͑1͒ ͑0͒ as a function of scattering coefficient s : □, triple scattering I ͑3͒ ; ', fourth-order scattering I ͑4͒ ; , fifth-order scattering I ͑5͒ ; x, tenth-order scattering I ͑10͒ . Fig. 7 . Normalized intensity of the double light scattering I ͑2͒ with respect to the distance h between V 1 and V 2 : OE, isotropic scattering with s ϭ 0.04 mm Ϫ1 ; , isotropic scattering with s ϭ 0.16 mm Ϫ1 ; , anisotropic scattering with s ϭ 0.04 mm Ϫ1 for particle diameter a ϭ 15 m. direction after a scattering event is high. If a narrow acceptance angle is considered, this means that the amount of multiple scattering detected will mainly occur in the volumes V 1 or V 2 (Fig. 2) and single scattering detected will take place at the intersection of V 1 with V 2 . If a photon is initially scattered in the direction of the detector, it is unlikely that any other scattering events occurring between this first scatter and the detector will deviate the photon's trajectory enough to prevent it being detected because of the high probability of forward scattering. The intensity of double and triple scattering detected thus increases [ Fig. 8(b) ]. The influence of a is then not as important as for isotropic scattering and is not as useful for the filtering of the signal to extract single scattering.
The effect of the source-detector intersection angle ␤ on the detection of single scattering is investigated Fig. 9 . The results are presented for isotropic scattering and two different anisotropic phase functions corresponding to a 1-and 15-m diameter of particles. The acceptance angle a is 2°and s is 0.04 mm
. The fraction of the total intensity contributed by single scattering I ͑1͒ ͞I ͑tot͒ as a function of ␤ is plotted in Fig. 9(a) . It can be seen that for isotropic scattering the fraction of single scattering in the total detected signal is insensitive to ␤ and remains between 80% and 95%. On the contrary, the effect of ␤ on the detection of single scattering is significant for anisotropic scattering. It can be seen that forwardscattering (␤ close to 0°) and backscattering detection (␤ close to 180°) are most efficient for the extraction of single scattering [ Fig. 9(a) ]. For particles of 15 m in diameter the single-scattering intensity detected reaches 44% for ␤ ϭ 5°and 76% for ␤ ϭ 180°.
The detection of single scattering with forward detection ͑␤ ϭ 0°͒ is more efficient for small particles (88% of I 1 with a ϭ 1 m) than for large particles (44% of I 1 with a ϭ 1 m) . With ␤ ϭ 90°, singlescattering intensity reaches only ϳ30% for a ϭ 15 m, ϳ50% for a ϭ 1 m, but ϳ85% for isotropic scattering. Perpendicular detection of first scattering orders seems then more appropriate for scattering processes close to isotropic scattering. However, the backscattering detection ͑␤ ϭ 180°͒ allows a high amount of single scattering to be detected for isotropic and for both anisotropic cases: 84% of I 1 with a ϭ 1 m and 74% of I 1 with a ϭ 15 m. Figure 9 (b) shows the total intensity detected as a function of the source-detector angle ␤ for s ϭ 0.04 mm
. This total intensity reaches a maximum for the forward detection with both of the anisotropic scattering processes considered. However, I ͑tot͒ is strong for isotropic scattering at ␤ ϭ 90°as well as at forward scatter and backscatter. Backscattering intensity is strong for all three scattering processes investigated.
Considering Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) together it seems that forward-scattering detection allows detection of both a high fraction of single scattering and a strong total signal. It is possible to detect a signal that is strongly dominated by single scattering at nearforward and near-backward scatter. If high spatial resolution is desired, care must be taken that ␤ (in the case of forward scatter) or ␤ close to 180°(in the case of backscatter) is greater than the acceptance angle so that the volume in which the detected signal is scattered is kept small. In the case of forward scattering, keeping ␤ greater than the acceptance angle avoids the detection of unscattered light.
In Fig. 10 we show the fraction contributed by single scattering for a low ͑ s ϭ 0.04 mm Ϫ1 ͒ and high ͑ s ϭ 0.16 mm Ϫ1 ͒ scattering medium with anisotropic scattering and a source-detector angle equal to 10°. It can be seen that, if the particles are large, the influence of the acceptance angle is not so strong. For s ϭ 0.16 mm
, detection of single scattering reaches a maximum of 30% for particles of 1 m in diameter, against only ϳ2% for particles of 15 m.
Summary and Conclusion
The analysis of different scattering orders in the intermediate scattering regime has been carried out for a randomly inhomogeneous scattering medium with a novel crossed source-detector geometry. The results demonstrate good agreement between the analytical and MC techniques. The influence of detector numerical aperture on the intensity of the different scattering orders is shown quantitatively. Particular attention is paid to the difficult intermediate regime, where the scattering power of the medium is too high for single scattering to be assumed but is too low for the diffusion approximation to be applied. The results show the characteristics of the transition from single to multiple scattering. The agreement between analytical and MC results validates use of the MC approach in the intermediate scattering regime. The method can be applied to verify analytical results against experimental results indirectly through MC calculations that account for imperfections of the experiment that are difficult to represent analytically. The geometry chosen for the optical experiment is interesting in that it allows the experimenter to measure the intensity of single and double light scattering separately. It is then possible to extract information on the absolute values of the medium optical properties from the ratio of single-to-double scattering intensity. If the double and single lightscattering intensity are of the same order of magnitude, then the higher-order scattering, I ͑n͒, nՆ3 , must be taken into account. Both analytical and MC calculations show a strong logarithmic dependence of double light scattering from the distance h between the illuminating and the collecting volumes. Dependence of higher scattering orders is weaker and can be considered constant compared with the single order. The total intensity of the scattered light I ͑tot͒ )͑h͒ can then be considered as
where r 0 ʦ V single , where V single is an effective volume of single light scattering, and I p ͑h͒ ϭ ͚nՆ3 I ͑n͒ .
The separation between single and higher orders of scattering is not perfect, but the MC simulations allow us to develop an iterative procedure to determine the contributions of each scattering order to the total intensity separately, thus completing the task of experimental data processing. In this procedure the optimum detector acceptance angle and sourcedetector separation h would be estimated from MC results similar to those presented here. Then the experiment will be performed in these optimum conditions, and properties of the medium (particle size and concentration) will be estimated from experimental data assuming that third-and higher-order scattering is negligible. With these estimates used as input data for a second MC simulation, the user would be able to estimate the intensity of the third-and higher- Fig. 10 . Results of I ͑1͒ ͞I ͑tot͒ versus acceptance angle a for anisotropic scattering with ␤ ϭ 10°and with different scattering coefficients: छ, s ϭ 0.04 mm Ϫ1 for particle diameter a ϭ 15 m; □, s ϭ 0.16 mm Ϫ1 for particle diameter a ϭ 15 m; (□), s ϭ 0.04 mm Ϫ1 for particle diameter a ϭ 1 m; , s ϭ 0.16 mm Ϫ1 for particle diameter a ϭ 1 m.
order scattering parameters, which can be used to determine an improved estimate of the particle properties. The procedure would be iterated until the estimated properties converged.
The MC method was successfully applied to calculate the intensities of different orders of scattering. These results can be used to infer the optical parameters of inhomogeneous media with the experimental geometry shown in Fig. 2 . The proposed experimental geometry can be used in a practical experiment to measure the particulate scattering field properties. The illumination and detection volumes cannot be ideally cylindrical; but with a laser with a high confocal parameter and a tightly collimated detector they can be near cylindrical, and the MC code can be used to quantify the effect of these experimental imperfections.
Another advantage of the suggested approach is that both the dependence of the scattered light intensity on the distance parameter h and the angular intensity dependence, i.e., the dependence on a , can be obtained. In addition, the results validate and support use of the MC method in the intermediate scattering regime and provide details of transition from low scattering (where the intensity of a scattering order drops as the order increases) to multiple scattering (where the intensity increases with order).
We have demonstrated the agreement between MC and analytical results in a system of isotropic scatterers. We then considered anisotropic scatter and deduced the experimental parameters (detector acceptance angle, source-detector angle and offset) that deliver the optimum discrimination between the first and higher scattering orders.
The MC procedure can be readily generalized to cover spatially inhomogeneous media and systems containing particles of different sizes (polydisperse media). As a next step in the current study, we intend to include the polarization in the MC code verified here, apply the code to the estimation and suppression of errors in existing spray diagnostics, and develop new optical spray diagnostic techniques.
